Inspera - user guidelines for students
written examinations
Login
Use your ordinary UiA username and password and log in at uia.inspera.no using Feide.
(Note: You can select English as your language here on this login page or once your’e logged
in

Overview of your test and examinations
Login directs you to an overview (dashboard) of your examinations:

My tests: Provides information about test and examinations you are registered for or that
are ongoing
Archive: Confirmations of completed examinations. The confirmation also shows your
answer paper (once the exam is ended) if this alternative has been selected by the
examination administration.
You may click at any time on ‘Click here to get ready” to get an overview of web browser
requirements or other information concerning the examination. You will be notified as to
whether your web browser is approved or not before you can start the examination
As soon as the examination begins you may open the examination paper from the dashboard
and begin working.
Before a proctored school exam you must install a safe exam browser on your PC/Mac.

Sitting for an examination with a Safe Exam Browser
Inspera Assessment uses the latest version of Safe Exam Browser (2.0.2 on Windows and 2.0
on Mac). If you have previously installed the Safe Exam Browser in connection with an
examination at your present or another institution of higher education, you need to uninstall
the browser before you install the latest version.

Installing a Safe Exam Browser on your PC/Mac
1.
When you log in for the first time, choose ‘Download’. Now the software (the web
browser SEB) is downloaded to your machine.
2.

1.

Choose the right version: Windows 7 or 8, or OSX 10.7 (Mac)

2.

Install Safe Exam Browser: click on the installation file.

Please note that Mac-users need to place the downloaded programme in the programme
folder by dragging it to the folder.

Click on ‘Close’ and you are still on the same page where you installed SEB.
Click on ‘Open exam in Safe Exam Browser’

The system now asks for permission to download files necessary for using SEB
Choose ‘Launch application’

On the day of the examination:
Enter the current password for the test: the password will be given to you in the examination
room.

Then log in:

Now you are ready to begin!
Click on ‘Open the exam’. The web page confirms that you are using SEB with the correct
configuration.

Details about the test – the button changes from grey to orange when the test is open.

Completing the examination
Often the examination administration will include an information page. In order to get to the
questions-page, choose ‘Next task’:

Navigating within the examination question paper
You may navigate between questions by clicking on the fields in the navigation line, marked
as orange and grey in this example, or by choosing ‘next task’ and ‘previous task’. The submit
button is placed on the final page of the paper.
Orange: the specific question you are currently working on
Green: Information page or a question where you have already answered
Grey: not completed

Overview of types of examination questions
You may be given different kinds of questions, as for instance multiple choice or essay. In
essays you will have the opportunity to include tables or illustrations and use different kinds
of text formatting. There is a guideline available and we strongly recommend that you read it
before the examination day.
Save while you work
Please remember to save your exam answers every once in a while. Everything you write is
saved automatically, but illustrations are saved only when they are added to the editor
Examination hours
Time is running continuously from the examination begins and until you have to submit your
answer paper.
Submit your examination answer paper
When the time is out you will automatically be directed to the submission – page

When you wish to submit, click on ‘Deliver’ or ‘Yes I wish to submit now’. Note that it will not
be possible to make changes once the examination answer paper has been submitted!
You will have to confirm the submission once more:

Examination questions not completed
If one or more questions remain not completed, these will be shown in the status overview
before submission. You may then choose to go back to the questions by clicking ‘no, back to
the test’ or follow a link to one of the questions.

Submitting a blank examination answer paper
You may at any time choose to submit a blank answer paper. The questions you have already
completed will then be deleted. You will be asked to confirm your decision to submit a blank
answer paper. The examination administration will be informed of your decision to submit a
blank paper.

Confirmation of submitted answer paper
When the examination answer paper has been the submitted a confirmation will appear on
your screen.

When clicking ‘Finish’ you will be directed back to the dashboard where you will see your
confirmation for the examination and your answer paper under ‘archive’.

Click on ‘see more details – your answer paper will be available when the examination is
over.

